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Nominations In Chapel Monday - See Bulletin Board
Vol. I.XXVII, No. 16
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President Wakes
College To Facts,
Figures In Speech
By Ed Bashista

BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, FEBRUARY 28, 1951

By Subscription

Poll Shows Men Oppose
Freshman Housing Policy
By John Rippey

Partly serenaded by the jingling
of an alarm clock from somewhere
in the recesses of the chapel. I'resident Phillips disclosed Monday
morning various pertinent facts and
figures about the state of the college.

A majority of students polled recently on the freshman separation
•ssue are opposed to the present housing policy, the Student Council
revealed last Wednesday.
Freshmen and sophomores,- who
inaugurated the revived policy last
year, were included in the poll. Of
the freshmen responding to the
questionnaire. 57% were opposed to
separation, 43% in favor.

The. president released the final
registration figure for the second
semester. The total registered is
787 besides several special students.
The figure was 755 a year ago.

Sophomores answering the questionnaire were 66% opposed to the
administration's present policy, 34%
in favor. Polled last year as separated Parker freshmen, this same
group was 47% in favor of separation, 45% opposed. Last year the
campus men as a whole were 91%
opposed to the administration policy.
Favor Separate Rooms
Another query in the poll was
whether the students preferred
separate freshman rooms in event
froth were spread among several
dormitories next year. Two-thirds
of the responses were in favor of
separate rooms.
Results of the poll are being
made available to the administration for study.
No Excuses From Finals
Dean Harry Rowc told council
representatives earlier in the wcA
that under the present draft law

Fifteen Dropped
He also pointed out that the number of students who would not he
back for the second semester because of academic reasons was
larger than the last two years, although still considerably smaller
than three years ago. Fifteen students were dropped at the end ol
the last semester and 41 were put
on trial.
President Phillips declared the
registration figures next fall would
depend a great deal on external
circumstances, but it would probably include a greater number of
women and a smaller number ol
men than this year.
The speaker also indicated that
students were not taking advantage
of the book-store policy of getting
books at least two or three weeks
before the semester starts, and thus
avoiding a last minute rush. During
final exams, he said, the store did
$100 a day business, while on the
first two daysgrf the semester, some
$1300 went over the counter each
day.
Scholarship Fund Grows
President Phillips also commented on the increase in the Scholarship Fund,, indicating, however,
that it was still not large enough
to grant aid to all those who require it. An increase of $5,000 to
the amount available over the two
previous years was noted. Last
year, the total amount granted to
students in scholarships and wage;
from campus jobs was in excess ol
$50,000.

PREHISTORIC MAN Bob Goldberg wows science fair-goers at
geology exhibit. New geology instructor Northrop wears modern
dress. Story on pg. 2.

A Little Invader Makes
Students "Play Hooky"

By Carol Anderson
"Just because a feller's little
doesn't mean he is weak!'' A small
but malicious virus has gotten the
best of 54 Bates students since the
Christmas recess creating a miniature epidemic of influenza.
According to infirmary reports,
men and women have shared equalAs to the building program, the ly in keeping the flu bug busy, each
president announced most of the side of the campus sending 27 of its
Commons' tables had arrived as members to the cause.
well as the record system for
Fiske dining room. Equipment for
Hedge had been shipped one month
ago but has not yet arrived, he declared. Provided a suitable contract
can be obtained John Bertram Hall
The attainment of peace and the
will be renovated by next fall. This
problems connected with" trying to
remodeling will add rooming space
bring about peace were the prinfor an additional 24 men, he stated
cipal subjects under discussion a*
Suggests Career Day
the Eastern New England arw
The president suggested that a conference of the Student Christian
student-operated Career's Day pro- Movement, held last week at Rollgram be set up on campus similar ing Ridge, North Andover, Mass.
to one held recently at Colgate.
Over 90 students attended includ(Continued on page two)
ing 18 from Bates. The title of the

As many as 12 patients at one
time have kept the nurses on the go
with the result that (both student
infirmary residents have also had
their turn in fighting the virus.
Probably many of the "colds"
being nurtured by a large number
of Bates students are mild forms of
the flu and they are urged to ward
off the disease by eating and sleeping regularly in order to keep their
resistance high.

SCM Conferees Hit U. S. Policy,
Call For Negotiation; CA Sends 18

men receive 30 days from the end
of tinals or from commencement
before being inducted. Therefore
the question of excusing deserving
cases from final- is not pressing.
He added, however, that if the new
law change.-, adversely the school
would be sympathetic toward the
predicament of certain students, as
in World War II.
Opera Aid
Herbert Bergdahl's Wednesday
night's suggestion that Bates begin
a chain reaction, round-robin contribution by colleges to the floundering Metropolitan Opera was received favorably by the Stu-C and
referred to the Liaison Committee.
The council decided to make another, attempt at having the Chase
Hall lounge remain open for studying on Sundays.
President William Norris reported that the Liaison Committee had
approved the Heart Fund campaign
on the campus.
Robert Cagenello was placed in
charge of the forthcoming all-college elections, and the council approved William Dill's proposed constitutional changes for the election.

Stall Stirs Colby Gall;
Garnet Yields, 61-31
By Ray Zelch
Well, let's see now. Li this article, the primary purpose is to put
down on paper a somewhat lengthy
description of the last two basketball outings , in which the Bates
Bobcats took part. Probably the
first thing that should be written is
vhc scores of these contests. The
Wednesday evening encounter saw
a very smooth Rhode Island team
outclass Bates to the tur.e of 85-63,
while on Saturday the much-publicized Colby Mules were in town, and
with 100 points as their objective,
fell 39 points short of their goal and
scored a 61-31 win over the local
collegians. Let's look at the Colby
affair first, while it is still fresh in
'he minds of those who witnessed
the duel.

conference was "Prerequisites for
Peace". This topic was taken uv Colby Races Into Lead
by three main speakers and various
When Lee Williams sent his club
discussion groups.
onto the court, a good crowd was
The speakers and the students ot
all set to see the Watcrville lads
the conferences seemed generally to
race o'l to another scoring record
agree that the present American
and
leave Bates far behind. Colby
foreign policy was undesirable and
controlled
the tap and speeded
even as one speaker put it, "the
down the floor, with Nagle putting
(Continued on page three)

in the initial basket of the fray.
Bates took the ball down the floor
and the fans, after noticing what
was about to take place, settled
themselves for a good evening of
watching the players pass the ball
to each other, dribble, held the ball
—do anything but shoot. Colby stole
the ball once, scored, and approximately 3% minutes later Glen
Collins drove jn for the first of his
three baskets in the opening haif.
Yes, the beginning 20 minutes were
quite interesting—that is, interesting if you were desirous of seeing good passing and players running around the court doing nothing. For instance, Larry Quimby
was a mighty tired boy as he left
the court at intermission, rind what
did Larry have to show for his efforts? A very excellent job of running back and forth underneath the
basket and once in a while, looking
in the bleachers to see if he could
spot Dot. And how about Glen
Collins? The geology major gave
the "great" Shiro a meny race
around the gym, leading him from
(Continued on page seven)
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Biennial Science Exhibit Draws Debaters Lose Tourney
Large Crowds To Laboratories But Receive Best Ratings
By Connie Manion and Ed Swain
An
estimated
2,400
persons
viewed the 18th biennial science
exhibition presented by the lordanRamsdell Scientific Society and
Lawrance Chemical Society last
Thursday an . Friday evening!.
The biology department, under
the chairmanship i>( Jean Maconvbvr and John Moore, presented exhibits in histology, comparative
anatomy, genetics, 'botany, physiology,
embryology.
invertebrate
anatomy, and bacteriology Of special interest were the opening of
live cluck embryos, preparing tissue
slides, and blood typing.
Colorful Geology Exhibits
The top floor of Carnegie was oc
cupied by the geology department
whose chairman was Richard Mercurio. Colorful exhibits in historical
and physical geology, mineralogy
and petrology were displayed.
The physics department, with
Clifford Gordon as chairman, was
noisy with the clicking of a Gciger
counter and musical vibrations. Interesting demonstrations
showed
the pattern of sound vibrations,
sound on a light beam, and radar.
T h e mathematics department,
under the chairmanship of Joseph
Cianciulli,
exhibited
geometric
model.-, graphs, linkages, and various instruments.
In addition, the physics and geology departments showed films
and slides each evening.
Chem. Exhibits Varied
In Hedge laboratory, inorganic,
organic, and physical chemistry
were all represented by various demonstrations and exhibits.
Out-

THAT'S A GIBSON GIRL Robert Williams is pointing to at
science fair last week. Radar display is in background.
standing in the organic exhibit, was
the stepwisc preparation of the dye.
malachite green. Odd as it may
seem, coal is the starting material
in the synthesis of this brilliant
dye
New Drugs Shown
Samples of several new drugs,
including ACTH and cortisone, on
display in the new instrumentation
lab, proved to be of great interest.
The hydrogen sulfide analysis,
part of the research being done on
(he Androscoggin River Project,
was especially interesting to townspeople who are keenly aware of the
necessity of such a project.
The spectators at the exhibits
consisted of high school students,
college students, and town people.

Maine, Colby loin In
WAA Winter Play Day
A winter play day, the second
meeting this year of girls from
Bates. Colby, and Maine, is scheduled for the afternoon of March 3
at Bates. Jane Kendall is in charge
of the WAA sponsored program.

The Bates College varsitv debaters were dethroned as champions of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Debate Tourney Saturday by the University of
Pennsylvania.
Although
Bate.bad the
highest rating of any of the 23
institutions competing in the tourney and was the only undefeated
college in the four rounds of qualifying debates, its representatives
failed to win the tourney and
strengthen its hold on the tourney
trophy.
Only Team To Win Eight
Bates
and
Pennsylvania
did
not .meet during the tourney.
At
the
e n d
of
the
qualifying rounds Bates had won all of
its eight debates, both affirmative
and negative teams remaining undefeated,
while
Pennsylvania's
affirmative team had one loss, thus
giving them a seven out of eigiit
record for the qualifying rounds.
Finals
In the semi-finals. Pennsylvania
'.von the toss, cho>c to debate Dartmouth, and was victorious. Since
the Bates negative had already defeated the Tufts affirmative, the
Bates
affirmative
was
pitted
against the Tufts negative, u highly
rated team. The Tufts negative
team was victorious so Bates was
eliminated, and Tufts went on to
ihe hiuls against Pennsylvania. In

Fifteen girls, selected from each
of the three colleges, will participate in the events which will include skiing and skating, weather
permitting, or an alternate program of ping-pong and pool. The
girls do not engage in intercollegiate
Bates co-eds should find this
competition, but play on mixed week's radio program especially inteams.
teresting and informative, according to Jane Bower, the director.
It will he in the form of some
sound tips and advice on summer
job-hunting, The cast will include
(Continued from page one)
Larch Foxon, Jean Decker and
Bruce Chandler
Under the proposed plan, a number Nancy Hamlin.
of successful representatives from will be the engineer.
The Bates Radio Variety Show
various fields and careers would be
on campus for one day, giving stu- tries to present a wide range of
dents an opportunity to discover programs which will interest not
and discuss the job prospects and only the students on campus, but
requirements necessary in certain also the residents of Lewiston and
Auburn. The programs are writfields.
ten, directed and engineered by
This program would replace the
Bates students. Anyone'who is indefunct career conferences of sevterested in working on these proeral years ago, in which career repgrams and wdio could not make the
resentatives appeared individually tryouts Monday and Tuesday is
on campus approximately every urged to contact Miss Murrell.
two weeks. These were discontinued
The program is presented each
■because of lack of student interest.
Thursday 4 p.m. over station
The president suggested student reaction to the proposed Career's WCOU.
Day be passed on to the student
not necessarily mean that a" military
governments.
unit will be established.
ROTC Explained
A group of army officers will be
President Phillips also clarified on campus by March 19 to inspect
the issue concerning the recent poll the facilities of the college. A final
which showed campus approval of decision as to the location of the
installing a Reserve Officer Train- ROTC units will be forthcoming by
ing Corps program at Bates. Col- the .middle of May.
lege approval, he indicated, does
If a unit is established on cam-

Summer Jobs
Is Radio Topic

NSA Offers Varied Trips President Wakes
For Vacations In Europe
If you want to travel in Europe
this summer, now is your chance!
The National Student Association is offering a wide variety ot
summer work, study, and trave'
arrangements abroad. The tours
Six members of the Outing Club
fall in to four main categories, study
braved
three-foot
snows
last
•ours, international tours, wor'
weekend to work on the Appacamp arrangement.-, and hospitality
lachian Trail section at Sabbath
tours.
>
Day Pond near the Rangeley
Study Tours
Lakes.
The study tours deal with a parThe men who had to resort to
ticular field such as fine arts or
snowshoes for locomotion on the
journalism while the international
trail
included
Covert
Bailey,
tours are more general in nature
George Bateman, Robert Crandall.
and include travel in from three to
John McDonald. James Welch, and
eight countries.
Mr. Fairfield, BOC adviser.
The work camps involve harvestThe purpose of the expedition
ing crops and road huilding. The
was
to take material as lumber an4
hospitality tours provide an opportar paper to a lean-to established on
tunity for students of limite!
the trail for improvements to be
means to spend two week* in each
of three countries, living with fami- completed later on. The material
lies and participating fully in fam- was transported by toboggans for
a distance of nearly three miles.
ily life.

O C Workers
Hit Snow Trail

Costs are extremely low since
NSA is a non-profit, educational
group. Examples of the types ot
tours are the Fine Arts Study Tour
($685) including 47 days in Holland, Belgium, Austria, France and
England; Hospitality Tour in England, Holland, and Germany ($510);
International Tour ($715) including
56 days in France, Switzerland and
Italy; and Work Camps in Denmark and France ($400).
The prices listed include transportation over and back, as well
as living and transportation expenses while in Europe.
Interested students should contact Rae Stillman immediately as
the deadline for applications is
March 8.

Because of the
terial and the
volved, the men
Saturday noon
noon.

weight of the maheavy work inhit the trail from
to Sunday after-

. .RITZ . .
Theatre
Wednesday through Tuesday
Feb. 28 to Mar. 6
JOAN OF ARC
URUBU
At Regular Prices
Wed.. Thurs,
Mar. 7, 8
LADY IN A JAM
THREE SMART GIRLS
COMING:
STEEL HELMET

the
the
the
the

finals Pennsylvania .-.gain won
toss, and its negative team won
final debate which dc'ermined
championship.

Highest Rated Team
The judges' decisions not only
stated the winner of the debate,
but also rated the teams. The
Bates affirmative team was the
highest rated affirmative team, and
the Tufts negative the highest
rated negative team. Combining
the ratings, Bales was first, Tufts
second, and Dartmouth third. The
combination of the luck of the draw
and the choice of sides, however,
enabled the Pennsylvania team to
win the trophy.
The Bates affirmative was made
up of Herbert Bergdahl and Max
Bell, while the negative team was
composed of Stanley Patterson and
William Dill. The proposition was:
"Resolved: tiiat the non-Communist nations should form a new
world organization."
V
Other institutions who obtained
lower ratings and less victories included Harvard, Georgetown, MIT,
Holy Cross, Annapolis, Rutgers,
Mount Holyoke. Boston University.
New York University, University of
Connecticut, Maine, Colby, Emerson, Gordon, Rhode Island, Smith,
Utica, Northeastern, and Worcester
Tech.

Chapel Schedule
Friday, March 2
Student music.
Monday, March 5
Robert Jones, Alumni Secretary.
Nominations for all-college elections. 9:05. Seniors invited.
Wednesday, March 7
Rev. Fehleau of the
Church.

Lutheran

Stu-G Agenda
Conference committee report.
Nominating committee report.

Calendar
Thursday, March 1
Community
ConcelV
Symphony, armory.

Baltimore

Friday, March 2
•
Sophomore class meeting, chapel
9:05.
Saturday, March 3
WAA play date.
French Club annual dance, Chase
Hall.
pus. participation will be entirely
on a voluntary basis. Once a student joins the group, he will be
probably tied up with it for at least
24 months regardless of an emergency, the president declared.

THEATRES
EMPIRE
Wednesday to Saturday
Feb. 28 to Mar. 3
AT WAR WITH THE ARMY
- with Jerry Lewis, Dean Martin
Sunday through Saturday
Mar. 4 to Mar. 10
HALLS OF MONTEZUMA
- with Richard Widmark

STRAND

AUBURN

Wed., Thurs.
Feb. 28, Mar. 1
SIERRA PASSAGE
Lola Albright, Lloyd Corrigan
THE GLASS MENAGERIE
Jane Wyman, Kirk Douglas
FrL, Sat.
•
Mar. 2, 3
THE GIRL
FROM SAN LORENZO
Duncan Renaldo, Leo Carillo
PYGMY ISLAND
Johnny Weismuller, Ann Savage
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Mar. 4, 5, 6
PRIDE OF MARYLAND
Stanley Clements, Peggy Stewart
AMERICAN GUERILLA

Wednesday
(Today)
FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE
Thurs. - FrL • Sat
Mar. 1, 2, 3
UNDER THE GUN
FrL, Sat only, 5 Acts Vaudeville
Son. - Hon. - Tues. - Wed.
Mar. 4, 5, 6, 7
STORM WARNING
Ginger Rogers

* •
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some of the highlights in his daily
routine.
He stated that the "sunny" South
Bates men in uniform art reactwas subjected to a cold wave during with great enthusiasm over acing the recent storm that hit the
tion taken 'by the college recently
northern states. Phillips added: "It
In an effort to keep the servicemen
is even more evident (the cold
temperature) since we are living in
posted on campus activities, news
12 man squad tents — a far cry
letters and copies of the STUfrom the rooms at Smith Hall"
DENT are regularly being sent to
Allan Kennedy '53 has had a
these men.
varied career in the army. He attended school in Tokyo and was
Letters from various parts of the
then assigned to a military police
country and the Pacific laud this
battalion, according to a recent letas a great program of good-will
Bates is represented in Georgia in ter. Kennedy also stated that he
and demonstration of interest.
the person of Fred Phillips '52. was looking forward to receiving
Dave Merrill '50. in addition to Stationed with a gun battalion at copies of the STUDENT and other
commenting on the college inform-Camp Stewart. Phillips pointed outnews of college activities.

Service Spots

ation program, pointed out several
interesting features of his work in
the air force.
Does Guidance Work
Stationed at San Antonio. Texas.
Merrill is connected with the career
guidance work extensively going
on. He wrote that he interviews
between 10 and 12 men each day in
an effort to place them in suitable
assignments.
Particularly pleased
at a chance to employ his training
in psychology, Merrill wants to enter vocational guidance work in
civilian life.

OC Plans Bridgton Trip
If Weather Man Permits
Frosh Approve
Square Dancing
As Co-ed Class

Sign-ups will be held in the Den
this evening from 8:30-9:30 p.m. If
the trip is to be held, announceA poll of participating students ments to that effect are to be made
indicated overwhelming approval of in the dining halls today.
co-cd square dancing instruction
The number taking the trip is
given to freshman men and women. limited to 37. The bus will leave
The lessons were an experiment Rand Hall at 8:30 a.m.. Sunday, and
conducted by the physical education return in time for supper.
department

during

regular

class

periods.
According

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 13...THE OCELOT

A ski trip to liridgton has been
scheduled for next Sunday. March
4, by the Outing Club, weather permitting.

to

Miss

Walmsley,

who handled the poll, 89 of the 110
persons receiving the instruction returned questionnaire^. Of these, 45
women stated they enjoyed the
classes. Thirty-six men signified
they enjoyed the program, three
did not, and five were indifferent.
Two men objected to the instruction because it was dancing, one to
the idea of mixed classes, and one
because there were people watching.
The instruction was given in two
sections, with approximately 25
women and 30 men in each. The
project lasted two weeks and consisted of six lessons. Classes taught
by Miss Grace, assisted iby Mr.
Thompson, were held in the men's
gym.

Aiken Plays In Local
"Heiress" Production
Did you know that we have a
second Montgomery Clift on campus?
Mr. Raymond Aiken of tne English department had the male lead
in "The Heiress", a play produced
by the Community Little Theater in
Auburn and given Feb. 19, 20.
and 21.
Mr. Aiken hadn't been in a play
since high school. He said he enjoyed it very much and that the
audiences had been very responsive.

"The Heiress" was taken from
Henry James' nov«l. "Washington
Square". It was also an Academy
Although not uncommon on other Award winning movie starring
college campuses, the combined Olivia DeHaviland and Montgomery Clift.
Cla*8 was an innovation at Rates.

Kenneth Roberts Speaks
In Modern Lit Program
—

SCM Conference
"I don't mean
to be catty—
but I hate
pussyfooting!'

(Continued from page one)
greatest single threat to the peace
of the world." It was felt that negotiations with Communist powers ought to be reopened and tha'
American.- should become more
humble. A considerable numbci
favored outright pacifism.
The three principal speakers at
the conference were Rev. F.dmund
Stemle. Lutheran student pastor in
Ca. ibridge; Dr. Edward Asirvatham. professor of missions and
Christian International Relations at
the Boston University School of
Theology; and Dr. Paul Lehman
of
the
Princeton
Theological
School's department of ethics.

ur feline friend may not be from Missouri, but she sure
likes to be shown! She saw right through those thin, quick-trick, cigarette
tests and realized you couldn't fairly judge a cigarette's mildness with a
mere one puff or a swift sniff. Right on the spot, she decided they weren't
fur her! Sophisticated, but shrewd, she knew what she wanted.
The Sensible Teat... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,

Fountain
Specials
In Cool, Air Conditioned,
Pleasant Surrounding*

NICHOLS
TEA ROOM
162 Lisbon St

which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady

Lewiston, Me.

Tel. 2-6422

smoke—on a pack after pack, day after day basis.

A conference on modern literature

will be presented next fall by Bates
(College,
President
Phillips announced recently. The first of its
kind in New England, the conference will feature distinguished lee
turers on the novel, poetry, drama,
the newspaper, and the periodical.
Kenneth
Roberts,
author
of
"Northwest Passage" and othei
novels, will head the novels session. The names of the other lecturers will be released later in the
year.
Preliminary plans include five sessions, beginning Oct. .11, to be
held on successive Thursday evenings in the chapel or in Chase
Hall, depending on the registration.
A discussion period will follow each
30-45 minute lecture. The tuition
fee has not yet 'been determined, but
will be very moderate, according to
Robert Jones, who has been appointed general director.
The program is being planned in
close cooperation with the presidents of several of the LewistonAuburn women's clubs. Assisting in
ihe selection of the lecturers are
Prof. Wright, Prof. Berkelman, and
Prof. Whitbeck.

No snap judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camels—
Telephone 4-5241

and only Camels-for 30 days in your "T-Zone"
(T for Throat, T for Taste), we believe you'll know why ...

^arnstone-Qsgood Qo.
Jewelers and Silversmiths

More People Smoke Camels
than any ather cigarette/

WATCH REPAIRING
50 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Maine
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Editorials
Some New Draft Dope
"We have been assured thai all men in college and doing well
will be allowed to finish," says Dr. Henry M. Wriston, president of
Brown University and of the Association of American Universities.

French Club Gives
Montmartre Dance
By Marc Brownstein

He was quoted in an article in the Boston Herald Feb. 18 at try72ouUe '7%cu6U
ing to combat "scare statements to the effect that drafting of the
Ye annual Bridge Tourney is un18-year-olds meant a life and death struggle for institutions of
Silence, smoke,
and
higher learning. He said that "of the 18-ycar-olds. we are told that derway!
the military cannot absorb all of them at one time. This means smouldering suspense qukkly add
together to make nervous wrecks
that many of them will be permitted to continue."
of the participants — or so we
The thing that interested us the most about the Herald article,
hear! To our forthcoming Gorens
brought to our atfention by Mr. Sampson who appears to be pracand Culhertsons — hope you make
tically on 24-hour duty these days, is the following excerpt:
Chicago!
Upper Half Can Finish College
Under the present draft law, students who finished their previous
academic year in the upper half of their class may be classified 2-A
at the option of their local draft boards, and be allowed to finish
their college careers. (Italics ours).
The only information we had previously was that students "doing
well" would be able to finish the academic year, and if in the upper
half of their class during the previous year would be allowed to
return the next fall.
This latest piece of information, if true, is quite different.
Make A Good Record
At any rate, it should serve to impress all men students planning
on being back next year with the tremendous importance of making a good scholastic record. This has been brought up many times
before, but it cUn't be emphasized too much.

We have a complaint to register. In all innocence we were
meandering through the firstfloor Bio lab Thursday evening
when we were accosted by two
eager little girls in white coats.
After the first shock of as:
suming that they had finally
caught up with us, we realized
we were being asked to have
our breath-capacity tested. Inflating our smoke-filled lungs
we, in all innocence, agreed. All
we could say was, "We don't
mind the wind — but the rain!"
In all seriousness, it was a
memorable science exhibit —
and a great credit to the B.S.
majors and their professors.

"Ah, ma chere! Come with me to Montmartre! Oui, let us
gaily dance in the atmosphere of a Bohemian artist's garret." Yes,
my dear French enthusiasts, all the glamor of the dimly lit alleys of
the French Greenwich Village is yours for un pen, a mere 25c per
person. For the French club will once again present an annual extravaganza; "Montmartre!"
Chase Hall on Saturday. March 3, French style when you dig into the
festive array of vittles.
will take on the Parisian flavor.
Done allons, so let us go and enThere you will be. swept up into
joy
a sensuous evening of hearing,
the quarters of a Bohemian artist
tasting, and seeing. Go to dance,
complete with his own and his coneat, laugh, and to try your hand on
temporary's modern art.
the canvas. Who knows, you might
C'est si bou! Magnifiquc! And take home a little token of
Denise Marcellel Such will be the MONTMARTRE!
comments when our artist host unveils the surprise of the evening.
"What is it," you ask. Well ma
chere, let us wait and see what your
beautiful eyes behold.
One has heard of the exciting
subteranrean Harlem night spots,
and the daring Latin Quarter. But.
what are these to Montmartre?
Ah. oui! Here we will find, direct
from the smoky, delicious cabarets
of Paris, the best in entertainment.
At last, humor, songs and gaiety
with the French accent.

Early Spring
Sports Season
Starts Monday

Barbara Chandler, president of
W'A \. has recently announced a
new program for the women's early
spring sport season. The program
includes tumbling and volleyball
and will open Monday, March S.

Mary Van Volkenburgh is seaMangeons, mangeons! Let us eat.
son manager. Dorothy Jung heads
drink, and be Frenchy! Our artist the volleyball committee, and Jean
Perhaps the faculty could take a gentle hint in this connection
host will serve refreshments ap- Fletcher is in charge of tumbling.
and be more than ordinarily on the lookout for men students ir.
propos
to his station in life. AppeAnd, while perusing tiie pickled
trouble and be even more than ordinarily quick to jump to their
Plans are now being made for a
tizers to tickle the pallet will flow
babies and Dr. Dave Harkins, we
aid.
like water colors! It is guaranteed volleyball tournament which will
discovered a certain dish of dream that you will smack your lips a la be played in the near future.
boat up in the attic among the
rocks and minerals, swing a club
at the missing link, Mr. Northrop.
This week STUDENT readers —' those who are interested in that Just goes to prove that a gal will
sort of thing — have the privilege of reading two articles, one under always go for a man in his "bearPolitics Preferred, and the other in the form of a letter, about two skin". Doo-dah!
EDITORIAL STAFF
phases of the international situation written by students from the
Hear they've got a full house
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
countries involved.
over at the girls' infirmary.
Charles Clark '51
Well, can you think of a better
MANAGING EDITOR
SENIOR EDITOR
Rearmament and "Intervention"
place to lose a couple of weeks
Betty Dagdigian '51
Richard Nair "51
A German student in his second year at Bates wrote Politics Preof your life? Can't decide
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
Anne Blaisdell '52
NEWS EDITOR
Edmund Bashista '51
ferred this week, indicating the reasons for the sentiment in Gerwhether it's the foam mattressCOPY EDITOR
Jean MacKinnon '52
many against German rearmament, and a Japanese woman student
es, the fruit juice, or the wall
FEATURE EDITOR
Jean Johnson '51
wrote to a Bates student, a former acquaintance, against the "inpaper that's the big attraction.
SPORTS EDITORS
tervention" of "American politicians" in Korea. It will be noted
Also, Happy Birthday to MarJoel Price '51
Robert Purinton '51
she did not mention the UN.
MAKE-UP EDITOR
Joan McCurdy '51
ty Boeck who has been confined
ASSISTANT MAKE-UP EDITOR
Kathleen Kirschbaum S3
within those walls with virus
The STUDENT is happy to bring these views to its readers, but
MAKE-UP STAFF
pneumonia for simply ages
Carolyn Easton '53, Betty Georges '53, Irene Lawrence '53
wants to make it clear that they in no way necessarily reflect the
now. That was very sweet of
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITORS
views of this newspaper or campus opinion. There is actually no
Raymond Sennett '51, Carolyn Wells '51, Richard Goldman '52, Ruth
Tootic Bunton and Boo Chandway of determining whether or not these views are even representaRussell '52, Warren Carroll '53, Seymour Coopersmith '53, John Rippey
ler to go tripping across cam'53, Barbara Wallace '53
tive of the nationalities concerned.
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Robert Hayes '51
pus with that l'il yellow balloon
STAFF CARTOONIST
James Leamon 53
The Other Side
to present along with a seranSTAFF REPORTERS
ade to Marty — Ah, such is
Ralph Cate '51, Arthur Hutchinson '51, Pete Carsley '52, Sally Haynes
The two issues are related and of vital importance in the world's
'52, Marjorie Joerger '52, Nancy Kosinski '52, Mary Edge Leckemby
friendship!
'52, Ruth Parr '52, Caroline Rothstein '52, Edwin Swain '52, Carol
future. For that reason we would like to hear from the other side
Anderson '53, Bruce Chandler '53, Molly Cutts '53, Aphrodite Doukas
Allons,
amis
—
J'entends
that
il
as well.
'53, John Ebert '53, Alan Hakes '53, Gordon D. Hall '53, Nancy Hamsera une danse Francaise this next Jin '53, Fredrika Kilbourn '53, Robert Kolovson '53, John McDuffie '53,
If anyone is interested in writing the Politics Preferred column weekend. From what we've been Cynthia Parsons '53, Robert Rubinstein '53, Phyllis Sawyer '53, Martha
on either or both of these subjects, please contact Merrill Nearis. hearing about Paris and Mont- Schoman '53, Barbara Swett '53, Ray Zelch '53, John Barlow '54, Eddy
Blackledge '54, Margaret Brown '54, Marc Brownstein '54, William
If not, why not write a letter to the editor and have your views ex- martre, sounds like beaucoup de Davenport '54, Rosemary Feck '54, Lois Johnson '54, Peter Knapp '54,
fun. See vous there? Hey, hey! Constance Mahion '54, Arthur Parker '54, Louis Rose '54, Roger
pressed?
Let's have a party!
Schmutz '54, George Whitbeck '54, Faith Whiting '54
BUSINESS STAFF
We were going to mention
BUSINESS MANAGER
something about Saturday's
Constance Moulton '52
game (and we use the term
CIRCULATION MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGERS
Robert Davis '51
Nancy Larcom '52, Robert Atkins '51
loosely), but we feel it has been
ADVERTISING STAFF
sufficiently covered in other
Maybe Saturday evening's display of athletic prowess got a little
Margery Schumacher '52, Alice Huntington
'53, Cynthia Parson* '5S
columns
—
which
shall
be
out of hand once or twice, and perhaps the sportsmanship displayed
John Ebert rS2
nameless . . .
by the spectators left something to be desired.
CIRCULATION STAFF
Well — it's been real! Don' miss James Balentine '51, Robert Dean '51, Harvey Goddard '51, Richard
That we can't approve of.
"Price Tags" (you can omit the Westphal '51, Ralph Azinger '52, Fred Mansfield '52, John Manter '52,
John Moore '52, James Moody '53
author) — it's rare! (Only wish it
But Hank Elespuru's slow-motion basketball game against Colby
were even more sol)
Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year.
not only was ohe of the best shows we have ever witnessed in the
Telephone 4-8621 (Sundays only). Printed by the Auburn Free Press,
Got
to
toddle
—
so
toodle
—
99 Main Street, Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the Lewistou
Alumni Gymnasium, but served one of the best purposes imaginPost Office Jan. 30, 1913, under the act of March 3, 1879. A member of
able: the deflation of a windbag.
Abba . . . Dabba
the Associated Collegiate Press.
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Letters To The Editor

Actors, Stage Hands Solve Play
Ranks Not Everything ButProblems From Pads To Prisms

To the Editor of the STUDENT"
There probably are "many who
will resent a rehash of an old argument that was thought to have been
settled a long time ago, and here 1
refer to the matter of reading the
names of Dean's List students in an
Honors Day program in chapel. I
realize STUDENT readers have
their hands full these days trying
to keep up on the WAA Debates,
the mail fraud, and the plots against
coaches, but I do feel that a brief
revival of the Honors Day argument would make a timely campus
topic now that all classes have received their grades.
Last year at about this time the
STUDENT came out with a very
brief but n markably effective editorial blasting the Honors Day program as being unnecessary and
unwanted. It presented the attitude that nobody cares what anybody nets. An end to this form of
public recognition of scholastic
achievement was demanded.
A committee was then formed to
"investigate" the situation and to
come up with sonic form of improved alternate program. As a result of this committee's "findings,"
we now have no Honors Day, no
alternate program, and no form of
scholastic recognition whatsoever.
I say this is wrong.
I realiie r.s well as anv col'ege
student that marks aren't alwavs
the best criterion for judging a student's all-around worth. I realize
too that they don't always indicate
real scnolastic ability and intcllec-

tual capacity, but they come pretty
close. Many point oat, and often
justifiably so, that some students
can get higher marks by taking
easier courses and easier majors. It
is often heard that certain profs arc
stingier than others. Some maintain they could get higher marks
"if they wanted to," and of course
there are those who are always being "shafted." But when you get
right down to it and throw out the
excuses and rationalizations, you'll
have to admit that marks more
often than not tell a pretty reliable
story

I would like to know why it is
that students object to granting
even a bare minimum of recognition to those who have showed considerable ability in their studies.
Certainly enough recognition is
given around here to athletes for
their — er — accomplishments.
Every time a team has showed the
'east semblance of success, all the
members of the squad are praised
ID the skies in
'Joel's Jewels."
We're willing to recognize athletic
endeavors ad nauseam, but for the
scholars nothing, not even one
chapel period, not even a list on
the bulletin board, not even a column in the STUDENT.
Bates students must not lose
sight ot the fact that there is really
another great principle to be found
in tbeir college's trad'tion beside
those represented by the Hathorn
bell, Uncle Johnny, and "Price
Tags."
Bob (2.4) Kolovson

Criticize Author Of Price Tags
call forth the comment of a PortTo The Editor of the STUDENTland naper, it is actually little more
It occurs to us, that after numerthan the croaking of an overgrown
ous months of continual disparagefrog in an extremely small puddle.
ment, something should be said
about the little man with the big
Perhaps Mr. Price should realize
pencil. Bates' cynical clicheist, Joei. the importance of the implement
the world is wrong but I got the which he wields in so careless a
clue, Price.
fashion and make his column Price
Tags instead of dropping the Pr.
Actually it is so seldom that a
His self-willed power to 'take care
small New England college has the
of an individual with a single senprivilege of having such an emitence" is one which many times
rent authority on all matters of
has been abused and until this is
athletic endeavor that we should
rectified perhaps columns one and
really be honored to have such a
two on page six could be better
"gad-Py" among us. However, such
used as blank spaces for autographs.
a constant flow of noise is not totally desirable.
From his fabulous column it is
To criticize is legitimate, but in- apparent that Bates does not need
.-essant condemnation of each and Mr. Lux and Mr. Elespuru If the
every movement of our athletic college would like to cut tuition, it
policy shows lack of tact, judgment, could release these two men and by
and perhaps originality. While such a simple addition to our "long(Continued on page eight)
a brave display of thunder might
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The Colonial Lunch

By John Rippey
A play is a synthesis of author's
c/reativeness, director's gray hair
suggestions from actors and stage
hands or anyone who happens to
be around — a synthesis of old
ideas, old jokes, old props, old
theaters, worn-out seats, burntout light bulbs, torn carpet, stuffy
little backstage rooms, third-hand
costumes,
dusty
scenery,
paint
brushes, hammers, wires, pliers,
pushbrooms, snow falling, rain
soaking, slushy sidewalks, aching
eyes, fatigue, discouragement, a
slap on the back, good laughs, tips,
metamorphoses, sitting around,
watching,
daydreaming,
inspirations, let downs, rehearsals, rehearsals, rehearsals and well-constructed
women in leotards and skirts dancing on the stage.
Miss Grace brought her phonograph, loudspeaker, records and
Modem Dancing girls around to
the Little Theater one night last
week to do some synthesizing for
"Much Ado About Nothing." Miss
Schaeffcr had made suggestions for
their scene; now they were to show
how they had changed it and developed it themselves.
Dancing Girls
The girls, Catie Day, Bev Eaton
Larch Foxon, Jamie LeMire. Mimi
Olson, and Mai Shaylor. went
through their dance a couple of
times. Then everyone got down to
cases and the perfecting process
began. Miss ShaelTer arranged the

Politics Preferred

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING CAST: Front, 1. to r.: Seymour
Coopersmith, Roderick Nicholson, Catie Day, Harry Meline, Robert Lohfeld. Larch Foxon, David Sleath, Robert Brooks. Robert Cagenello; back:
Harold Kyte, Elsbeth Hobbs, Norma Smith, George Saute. Missing:
Beverly Eaton, Jamie LeMire, Mimi Olsen, Maralyn Shaylor, Carleton
Crook. Dana Jones, John Sturgis, John Wadsworth, Richard Trenholm.
dancers and members of the cast as
she wanted thorn. In the orchestra
she and Miss Grace talked things
over with some animation.

through the dancing girls from one
side of the stage to the other with
appropriate dignity on Dogberry's
part and adequate flirtation by
In the meantime, those on the Verges.
stage sat down and chatted until "Grab Verges"
Miss Shaeffcr climbed to the stage
"Let two girls grab Verges and
and showed them what she wanted. take him around through the dance
The chief problem was how to a couple of times," Miss Shaeffer
have Dogberry (Carleton Crook) suggested. They danced again and
and Verges (Dana Jones) walk the innovation looked good. More
explanation of ideas followed, Miss
Schaeffer discussing various alternatives with Verges about escaping from the girls.
After several more views of the
dance dressed up in new innovations, the "rough draft" was approved and the girls left, new performers taking their places on the
ground in a future war and she rehearsal stage.
Many interesting aspects of this
would be bombed and exploited by
drama,
the
filrst
both sides. Is it astonishing that Elizabethan
the Germans say "Leave us out!"? Shakespearean play done by the
Robinson Players since "Julius
5. A West German rearmament
Caesar" two years ago, have attractmight very easily provoke Russia
ed an unusually large number of
and East Europe suffered severely
students to tryouts and to the varfrom the German invasion a few
ious behind-the-scenes jobs.
yeaft ago.
Many suggestions and some origi6. Rearmament would widen the nal work has resulted from this inhreich between East and West terest, particularly in the way ot
Germany. Germans would have to sc-jnei v, properties, costumes, and
fight against Germans in a future make-up.
war. In spite of the split, which Carnival Prisms
has been forced upon them, the GerHarold Kyte, Bob Brooks, John
man people feel they belong toSturgis and John Wadsworth pergether!
The West German government is fected details of prism sets during
willing to rearm, ,at least under cer- Carnival week-end. A prism set is
tain conditions. In my opinion this -; triangular piece of scenery which
means another danger. The great may be moved easily in any direcmajority of the German people are tion. Wadsworth is also designing
diametrically opposed
to this and building prison bars.
As a period play, "Much Ado" has
scheme and therefore there is widespread feeling that this is not really involved considerable research for
"their" government, but a tool of Cyn Parsons. She has had to check
the Allies. Where will this es- on everything from 16th century
games to accessories, especially the
trangement lead?
But also the attitude toward the hitter. For Don John (Bob CageU. S. is changing or even has nello) she dug back through the
changed. This is evidenced by centuries to find whether smoking
(Continued on page eight)
(Continued on page eight)

Student Voices German
Rearmament Objections
By Dieter von der Luehe
Most Americans fail to understand why most Germans object
ardently to rearmament. To me it
seems more astonishing that there
are any Germans at all who would
be willing to rearm.
I can here only indicate some of
the major points of the German
position.
1. Germany lost about 5 million
people in the last war and almost
half of her people lost their houses
and homes by bombings or toy expulsions. Hence the German attitude is a natural reaction to war
and postwar experiences.
2. Even though the Allies woo
for the German support, they have
not given up their basic attitude of
mistrust, which is not only reflected
by many statements in the Western world but also by many Allied
actions in Germany. In this atmosphere the essential spirit of cooperation cannot come about.
3. Former professional soldiers
are unwilling to take up arms again,
after they have been insulted for
year* for having been soldiers in
the German armed forces.
4. Germany would be the battle-
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Parker, JB Ate
Undefeated In
Intramural Play
By Gordon D. Hall
By Joel Price
Last Saturday, in search of an
evening of diversion, I decided to
traipse over to the gym to watch
Bates and Colby square off in an,
ahem, basketball encounter. I left
the room about 6:45 p.m. and ran
into Bill Norris, President of the
Student Council. After conversing
with him for three minutes and
forty-eight seconds about the birds
and chimpanzees (I should be colloquial and say bees), I headed over
to Mitchell House to pick up my
date, hoping all the time that the
third button
on
my
overcoat
wouldn't fall off.
At a little after 7:00 p.m. I entered .the gym and seated myself
behind the scorer's table.
I immediately set myself to the task of
watching the freshmen play. Under
the circumstances I thought the
yearlings fared pretty well. I was
especially impressed with my little
brother, Jimmy Brymer, who has
really come a long way this year.
Jimmy must be rated as one of the
smoothest ball players to enter this
institution in quite some years.
Shifting over to Colby, my attention was particularly attracted to a
negro guard named Floyd who
might well be the boy to replace
the modest Teddy Shiro up on
Mayflower Hill. Needless to say,
the freshman game was replete with
oddities. I wonder if that Colby
reserve was searching for ultimate
reality when he rocketed into and
through the bottom of the stage.

Close games were the rule as a
dians. There was Larry Quimby
heavy" schedule of intramural play
taking his evening walk from one was completed for last week. Five
side ot the court to the other. out of eight games -plaved were deRalph Perry was having a delight- cided by a four point margin or
ful time driving in toward the less. Middle was involved in two of
basket only to remember that it these contests.
wasn't his turn to shoot and conOn Monday night Parker came
sequently
dribbling
out
again. from behind to beat the Townmen,
Then there was Glen Collins really 44-37. Off Campus ruled by two
making Teddy Shiro look sick. And points at the half. Dick Langley
then the good-natured Mr. Shiro, was high scorer with 17 points and
becoming riled at the thought of Joe Green led the frosh with 11.
having his beautiful scoring average South had an easy 69-49 victory
deflated, told Glen he was go- over the Sampsonites. Qucnt Hall
for South and Mike Stephanian of
ing to knock him on his
into the stands and then Sampsonville each contributed 18
points.
did it. But Glen acted like a
gentleman throughout and put us in J. B. Stops Fast-Rising Middle
J. B. found tough going in the
stitches when he dribbled across
the court at one juncture and told person of the revitalized Middle
that objective referee, John For- outfit. Trailing at the half an-1 third
tunato, that Shiro was following quarter by one, the J.Bites, led by
Don Barrios, went on to win, 52-50.
him.
Don scored 21 points for the winBob Carpenter was prancing ners while Middle's transfer stuaround like a deer and he and dent, Bill Searls, contributed 16 in
Freddy Douglas put on a dazzling a losing cause. The Bachelors, in
passing exhibition for the benefit of action for the first time without the
an appreciative audience. But the services of Bob LaPointe, fell to the
real star of the evening was Freddy Northerners, 60-56. Hildreth and
Harris were the high scorers for
Douglas. His posture was so perthe winners and losers, respectively.
fect standing motionless out at cenParker remained in the undefeatter court, I thought for a minute it
ed ranks on Thursday as they outmight be one of Michelangelo's lost
lasted South in an overtime period,
statues. Then there was- the time
53-50. South came from behind at
Freddy "pent several minutes the half to a 46-46 tie at the end oi
■lemonstrating the intricacies of regulation play, but could only
dribbling. Fred, incidentally, drib- score two held goals while Parker
bled 35 times during this amusing was scoring '.hrce and a foul shot in
little interlude.
the overtime period. A newcomer,
Hugo I '-alii, led the scorers with 21.
Johnny Fortunato really could
Off Campus scored a surprise
have made his money with a miniupset, 53-50. Don Russell led the
mum of effort, but Johnny had to town men with 19 while Leahey
prove he was a showman to the end
helped the married men along with
ind as a result really let the game 17 points.
get out of hand. When a tef, beParker And J. B. Lead League
cause he objects to a team's particuMiddle and Bardwell squaied off
lar style of play, begins calling or
in
a real battle on Friday but the
rather making up fouls on that team
Middlcrs won a 52-51 squeaker.
to "punish" it, then I feel that the
Bardwell was trailing by three
ref and not the players are making
points at the half, but Middle held
a travesty of the game, rfowener,
on for the 'victory. Rollic Keans
I needn't expatiate on the caliber of
was high man with 18 followed by
the refereeing. It was too obvious Dick Hartman with IS.
In the
Saturday to merit comment.
final game of the week, the J. Bites

Prior to the commencement of the
varsity tilt, I • found myself very
pre-occupied. Colby being 43.294538
point favorites, I decided to arbitrarily establish the point spread a*
30 points. I then had to check on
the rewards I had offered tne players. To Ralph Perry I had promised
a G-Man badge and a 46 year contract with Jo Holmes (I think I'm
in love with her but don't tell
Ralph.) To Glen Collins I promised
to see to it that Dotty Wood was
chosen to represent America in the
1952 Olympics in the 220 yard free
It is indeed unfortunate that more
style event. I also offered to throw
in two slabs of marble for use in college coaches can"t be like Rome
geology.
To Larry Quimby I Rankin up at Maine and less like
promised some Adler elevator shoes windbag Lee Williams" of Colby.
and some growing pills. 'Io Fred It was Williams who provoked
Douglas I offered seconds on that Saturday's donneybrook in the first
delicious Welsh rarebit whenever it place. The whole affair was precipiis served in Commons. Then, last tated last Wednesday when Hank
but not least, I promised Bob Car- Elespuru journeyed up to Watcrpenter a quart of beer, Elsa Busch- ville to watch Maine and Colby
ner and a new cribbage set.
tangle. Well, Colby ran rampant
The preliminaries having been and won by 40 points in smashing
dispensed with, I set to watch the the century mark. After the conevening's main activity. Such ac- test, Hank and Lee Williams were
tivity I have never seen. All of a chatting and Hank occasioned to
audden, the usually sober Bates remark that he really didn't think it
quintet (wait, I mean sober in the was necessary for Colby to have
serious sense) became transformed rubbed it into Maine to such a de
into a bunch of hysterical come(Continued on page eight)

R. W. CLARK CO.
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Main St. at Bates St.
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had an easy time with North as
they romped, 53-37, although they
held a four point margin at the
half. "Red" Hildreth was high
scorer for the evening with his 19
markers. Barrios scored 13 for J. B.

Kittens Divide Two Tilts;
Brymer On Point Spree
By George Whitbeck
The Bates freshmen split even
in
two home
encounters
last
week, romping to as easy 100-71
win over an outclassed Portland
University team but falling before
a powerful Colby frosh aggregation, 86-66.
The first game was a marathon
from the start. Bates opened up a
fast break on the visitors and
pulled away easily after the first
two minutes. With Ray Moffett and
Jim Brymer leading the attack, the
frosh built up a 36-17 lead at one
time during the first half. The
visitors cut the score to 46-34 at
the intermission, as Coach Hatch
gave his subs a chance to see
action.
Moffett, Brymer Divide 61 Points
Early in the second half, the Portlanders showed their only sign of
making the contest a game, as they
pulled within eight points of the
lead.
However, the home club
again pulled away to end all doubt
as to the outcome.
Late in the game, with the tally
at 93-71, the freshmen began to
press. Brymer sank a foul shot and
seconds later added a two pointer.
Ray Moffett sank a layup and the
score read 98-71 with less than a
minute to play. Portland attempted

Baseball
Varsity baseball candidates
are requested to report at the
Purinton Room, Wednesday,
February 28, at 4 p.m.

Sports Schedule
Varsity (basketball
Mar. 2 Clark U.
away
Mar. 3 U. S. Coast Guard away
Varsity track
Mar. 3 Bowdoin
home
Frosh track
Mar. 2 Bowdoin
home

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
AND SPORT
274 Main St

Lewiston

to freeze the ball to prevent the
score from reaching 100, but it
lost control under the backboards.
With
only
seconds
remaining,
"Bink" Burnett tossed in a long one
hander for the 100 total.
The frosh outplayed their opponents throughout the game, effectively controlling both backboards. Ray
Moffett and Jim Brymer both had
their eyes, throwing in 31 and 30
points respectively. Bill Michelsen
also turned in a good performance,
particularly on reibounds.
Colby Shows Smart Quintet
Saturday night's game was just
the opposite, with Colby grabbing
the lead at the opening whistle and
never giving it up. In a contest
filled
with
whistle-tooting,
the
faster and better-manned visitors
were never in serious trouble.
Colby built up a 6-0 margin before Jim Brymer could break the
ice with a hook-shot from inside.
The neat-passing visitors held onto
this edge to lead at the first quarter, 21-16.
With the freshman
Mules' second platoon getting a
workout in the second period, Bates
played Colby even and Kept the
lead from lengthening appreciably.
The halftime count was 36-29.
The Bobkittens threatened aftei
the intermission as Brymer dropped
in three baskets to cut the margin
to four points. Colby quickly began
to pour it on, though, and won going away. The visitors had a 54-43
lead at the third quarter mark and
lengthened the margin in the final
frame as most of the Bobkittcn
starters fouled out.
Brymer Registers 25
Jim Brymer's point total was the
only bright spot in the Bobkittcn
attack. He threw in 25 points to
gain lop scoring honors tor the
game. "Red" Myers worked hard
on rebounds, as did Bill Michelsen
before he fouled out.
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Thinclads Succumb Again: Bobcat Matched Dribbling, Ducking,
With Bears In
Boone Cops Three Events Series
Finale
Bobcats Create Havoc
By Roger Schmutz

Rand, R. Bill
Gain Victories

Despite one of the most courageous performances of the year, the
Bates vanity track team was de
feated Saturday by Worcester Poly.
The final score of • 52 to 47 tells
In the WAA basketball games
only a very small part of the story. last week, the wins were divided
Going into the final event, the between the two Rand teams and
ycore stood 45-45. Whichever team the Roger Bill teams. This week,
won the 300, won the meet. The Friday, the season will be brought
main contributor* to the Bobcat's to a close with the tournament
total to that point had 'been "Duke" playoffs. The games played during
Dukakis, who ran the best two the week will determine those teams
miles 01 his life, winning easily in which will be represented in the
10:18, and. as per usual, Nate tourney.
Boone. Nate had won the 40 yard
dash, the 45 yard low hurdles and
the broad jump. He was now being called upon to contribute his
fourth victory of the uay by winning the all important 300.

Defaults continued as Frye St.
sacrificed the first game of the week
to Roger Bill, team two, due to
lack of players. Tuesday, however,
there was plenty of action as
Rand, team two, romped over
Split Second Determines Meet
Cheney, team two, 34-8. Rand was
The first heat had produced a outstanding both on the offense
fairly good time and the second had and defense as Mickey McKec
surpassed that. Nate was running threw in a total of 17 points.
ir. the third section against Wor- Rand And R. B. Dominate
cester's second man.
The heat
In a hotly contested game, Rand,
was close, but Nate won tor what
apparently meant the meet. How- team two, rallied to beat Chase. 27ever, after a quick consultation of 21. The two teams were evenly
the timers, it was decided that matched, and at the half, the score
Nate's time had been only split was 15-12, Chase. Rand came back
seconds slower than that which had fighting, and was out in front in
won the second heat and therefore, short order. Again Mickey McKee
was not quite good enough to pro- piled up 17 points for Rand to take
high scoring honors. Nancy Drexe!
duce the sorely needed victory.
Gene Harley's second in tiie mile, aided her team with a total of 10
John Kasiu>'s third in the mile and markers, while Sally Reisner was
two mile, Bob Abbott's second in a close second with nine.
the 600 and Don Holstrom's thirds
in the 600 and broad jump were
other contributions to the Bates total. The Bobcat's score was further
increased 'by seconds and thirds in
the shot put and high jump by Bob
Goldberg and Bill Wyman and
Dick Bellows and Hank Schentzer,
respectively. Seconds in the broad
jump and 45 yard high hurdles by
Johnny Lawson and Don Roberts
and "Cy" Nearis's thitd in the
1000 completed the scoring.

The Bates basketball squad will
wind up its current season this
week as it takes on Bowdoin, Clark
University and the Coast Guard
Academy in that order. The Bowdoin contest will be the last State
Series game of the year as it gets
under way tonight at 8:15 in the
Alumni Gymnasium. The Clark
and the Coast Guard tilts will both
be played away.
The Bowdoin game obviously
looms as the one big hurdle yet
left at the Polar Bears visit the
campus they sport victories over
the Bobcats and a 4-3 record in
State Series play. The boys from
Brunswick seem to have a firm hold
on 2nd a|ace no matter what happens. If the Bobcat cagers drop tonight's contest they can do no better
than a tie for last place with
Maine. Colby seems like a sure feet
to top the Black Bears from Orono
which will give Bowdoin their second place berth as will i Bowdoin
win tonight. Only a combination of
a Bates victory this evening coupled
with two Maine losses can keep the
Garnet hoopsters from the State
Series cellar.

The Bowdoin club is not a tall
team but very fast featuring the efforts of Jordan. Bartlett and Hubley. The Polar Bears appear to
have the number of the home team
as evftlcnced in the two previous
tussles and the Bobcat chordmen
Thursday afternoon, Rand, team
will have to be at their best to gain
one, turned in a one-sided victory
arms.
a triumph.
over Cheney, team one, 32-7. The
All that would have been needed
Rand team was in top form and
The home team whipped Clark in that first half was the "Marquis
had little trouble finding the bas- University last year with essential- ilaynes" type of dribbling that Ben
ket. .Taffy Chaffee poured in the ly the same aggregations doing bat- Dudley is world reknowned for,
points for a total of 16, and Norma tle this season. Leading the Clark and the game would have been comReese followed close behind with quintet will be the Kirby brothers
plete. To many observers, this was
14. Rand lost Ruth Bunten on who showed some fancy ball
the greatest thing that has happener
fouls in the first half, and Shirley handling in their last appearance
to Lewiston since the last appearBeal was fouled out for Cheney.
here.
ance of the Harlem Globetrotters.
In a slow-moving, poorly-played
Practically nothing can be said
And what was Colby doing all
about the Coast Guard cagers as this time? Well, Lee Williams was
we tangle with the sea-going lads
for the first time. Their record up
to date is nothing very impressive
but it's difficult to compare records.
Victories in these two contests
would help the Garnet's sagging
won-lost column.

The

Elm Hotel
Auburn
DINE AND DANCE
EXCELLENT FOOD
THE BEST OF MUSIC
Meals 75c - 95c Served Daily including Sunday

sitting on the bench moving around
and incising up his hair like a boy
who had just lost his best dog. We
must mention that once in a while
the "potential winners of the NCAA
tournament" did commit a theft, and
walltzed down for baskets. And
*hen Hank and Lee conversed with
one another at half time, and John
Fortunato was ready to call the
game a "travesty", the scoreboard
had 20 points for Colby and 6 for
Collins.
Defensive Tactics Fall Short
The purpose of these defensive
maneuvers by the .'Bates strategy
brains was to hold the score of the
champions of the State Se-ies as low
as possible. But what good does it
do when you're not scoring yourself? So Hank reversed his tactics,
and his army trooped out in the
second half and the game was a little more like 'basketball. The hosts
started shooting a little bit more,
and Cc Iby at last attained its wishes
ot being able to pepper the baskets.
The hero of Watervillc, Theodore
Shiro, got hot, and finally cracked
another record as he swished in 16
points to give him a total of over
1100 points in his college career. It
was gratifying to see the applanse
he received when he fouled out. even
though he would have been highly
insulted if it wasn't forthcoming
from the partisan observers. And so
the game finally came to its conclusion, and the brainstorm tnat had
entered into the mind of Coach
Elcspuru failed to pay off in the
scorebook, even though Colby was
held to a comparatively meager 61
markers.
It was also something novel too,
when the football team, led by Raia,
Harkins, and Goldberg, were ready
to climb into their togs once again
and erigage in a "spring practice"
scrimmage with the Colbyites.

At Fury Peak Versus Mules

HUNT I
ROOM

For That

(Continued from page one)
corner to corner.
And then there was the suberb
playing of Fred Douglas.
The
Smith North terror turned in one of
his most brilliant performances
when, after getting the ball over the
mid-court line, grasped it for i
minute or two, while a very irritable
Mr. Ja'bar stood in front of him, his
arms crossed, and his face sullen,
waiting for the Bates offense ? ? to
start clicking. And what were Ralph
ind Bob Carpenter doing all this
time? Well, the pride and joy of
Attleboro, Mass., was thinking of
his post-game coeducation plans,
while Bob, whenever he got his
paws on the round object with the
brown coloring, put on a p.reat exhibition of dribbling. Oh, yes, we
almost forgot—Ralph Perry did get
his hands on the ball at one time,
dribbled into the keyhole, reached
the basket, and then turned around
and set the ball up again.
Bobcats Put On Show
Brilliant play found the Mules
who were enjoying a 12-4 lead,
quite exasperated. And then Carpenter and Douglas got back into
the act once again, with the most
polished exhibition of passing ever
to be seen on the Bates College
court Anyway, it was a definite indication that baseball is just around
the corner, and the pastimers are beginning to warm up their throwing

game, Friday, Roger Bill, team one
defeated the town girls. 18-8. Both
teams had difficulty in finding the
basket. Phyl Sawyer made eight
points for Roger Bill.
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9-DAY SALE!
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VALUE DEMONSTRATION

MjiM[4V

MARCH 1 THRU MARCH 11

EVENING SNACK

Ray's I.G.A. Store
Three minutes from Campus

V|Sj|iM|||jUjai[f

New Spring

Merchandise

95 ELM ST.
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Phone 2-5612

EAT AT

FRANGEDAKIS'
MODERN
RESTAURANT

^^^t^^^

at Savings!
THE DAZZLING ACTION displayed in Colby game reached
its peak with this six-man whosegottheball play, styming eager
Mules at every turn.

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston

Norris-Hayden Laundry

WHY NOT BRING BACK TO YOUR DORM SOME

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

of

Efficient Work and

Glenwood Bakery's

Reasonable Rates
Cash or Charge Basis

WHERE EVERYONE
GOES DANCING•

PEACHY PARCELS OF POTENT PASTRY
PIES PARTICULARLY PLEASING
POPOVER - PATRONS, NOW?

TWO FLOOR SHOWS

10 PARK STREET - RIGHT OFF MAIN STREET

162 MIDDLE STREET

Agents
Ralph Perry and Lefty Faulkner

BATES HOTEL

NIGHTLY
8:45 and 11:00
TeL 4-6459
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Will Debate Japanese Coed Letters To The Editor Politics
Writes On View
In State Tourney Of
U. S. In East

End Brotherhood Week Four
By First Joint Meeting
"Is There a Need for Religion in
Modern Day Life?" was the topic
on the agenda at the joint meeting
of the Hillel and Wesley Clubs
Sunday night. This combined meeting, held at the Jewish Community Center, was in final celebration
of Brotherhood Week.
Dr. McCreary, Dr. D'Alfonso,
Reverend Porter of the Calvary
Methodist Church, and Rabbi
Berent were
the members of
the panel. Joel Price served as
moderator.
Although the members of the
panel viewed the topic from different angles, they firmly agreed to
the necessity of religion in the
world of today.
In the discussion which followed,
interesting points were brought out
concerning the meaning of religion,
God, and the place of religion in
day-to-day living from both the
Jewish and Methodist points of
view.
Refreshments were served, and
the facilities for ping pong and
bowling were enjoyed by the club
members.
The purpose of the joint meeting
was to help each group understand
better the views of the other, with
♦he hope that similar future meetings might be arranged among
other religious organizations on the
campus.

Much Ado
(Continued from page five)
had been introduced in England by
Shakespearean times, and if so, the
type of pipes that were used.
Players who saw "Henry V"
downtown at the Ricz Theater
came back erupting suggestions all
over the place, according to Miss
Schaeffer.
Clarice Cbrnforth and Marilyn
Coffin of the make-up staff were
taken by the "Henry V" beards.
But their big problem is to unheard Benedict (Harold Kyte) in
five minutes between two of his
scenes.
Dick Bellows is refurbishing the
throne used in "Twelfth Night"
some years ago. During the interim, it has been used as a throne
for Carnival queens.
To make a stained glass window
Jane Seaman traveled to Portland
for materials. Ruth Potter and
Larry Lawrence are gathering all
kinds of costume jewelry to combine or remake as appropriate
Elizabethan accessories.
In the way of originality from
members of the cast there are three
typical examples in Crook, Jones,
and Rich Trenholm, (Antonio).
They are full of ideas, says Miss
Schaeffer, and are creating new
characters from the old Shakespearean molds.
Crook, as Oogberry, the low
comedy lead, has problems peculiar
to the part. Dogberry is supposed
to be good and fat, and in order to
put the extra flesh on, Crook must
be amply padded. The problem is
to get the pads in the right places
in the first place, then to make
them flay there.
One evening last week the pads
managed to travel from his chest to
his knees during one rehearsal, but
Miss Schaeffer assured us they
wcild be securely anchored on
opening night.

Four varsity debaters will represent Bates in the state championship tourney to be held on Saturday at Orono.
The Bates team will be made up o'
four sophomores, all of whom debated on the freshman te^m last
year and have shown much improvement. Robe: Rubinstein and
Alan Hakes will compose the affirmative
team,
while
Russell
Young and Richard Breai'lt will
debate the negative point of view.
The queslior involved is the national college topic, "Resolved:
that the United Nations should
form a new world organizat:on."
Much competition is expected
from Maine and Colby, considering
the showing they made at the MIT
tourney,
although
Bowdoin
is
thought to have a better team than
either of these schools.
Richard Breault and
Murray
Bolduc will debate at the local Rotary Club meeting tomorrow, on
the question of whether or not the
UN is a failure. Both ai e members of the varsity debate squad
and have spoken together on the
same topic at the Kiwanis Club.

Price Tags
(Continued from page six)
gree, especially when Williams neglected to use quite a few of his
players. Williams, cocky to tne nth
degree, told Hank he intended to
rack up 100 against Bates.
So that is how Saturday's affair
materialized. When Hank questioned the refereeing on a few occasions, there was Williams always
off the bench to point a derisive
finger. Then at half-time, blatant
Williams just had to satisfy his
vanity and thus he came up to
Hank and added insult to injury as
both he and Hank exchanged, shall
we say, mutual pleasantries. In addition, when Don Russell and John
Fortunato became engaged in their
violent altercation, there was Lee
Williams off the bench to "rub salt
into an open wound."
I remember well an incident that
occurred last year.
Bates had
outned up by dropping its first
three contests. Then out of a clear
sky, the Bobcats upset Colby, 60-59,
in a thriller, a fact which disturbed
Mr. Williams no end. When Colbv
next invaded the Alumni Gym, Williams gathered his charges in the
dressing room and told them that
no matter what, he wanted them to
beat those sons of a
Bates
. And they say a coach is
supposed to be a leader and char
actcr-builder of men. . . .
The game, in summation, was a
weird affair. You can't take it
away from Colby, it's a great club.
Teddy Shiro still rate* a starting
berth on the All-New England five
in my estimation. In Ted Lallier.
Roland Nagle and Frank Piancentini, Colby really has three tremendous rebound men who are likewise
well-accomplished in the scoring
department. Colby, in case you're
interested, made a brilliant 56 per
cent of its shots for the night. Statistics on the first half of action
are very revealing. Bates made two

The following letter was received by Arthur Thurber, a
member of the junior class, who
was stationed in Japan for over
two years after World War II.
The author of the letter is a
student at the University of
Tokyo.
She shows us that
students in Japan show concern in politics and that they
do not believe in political "inactivity".—Ed.
Tokyo, Japan
January 4,

1951

Dear Arthur
I am much obliged to receive the
card from you. ... It is wonderful
that a wife and a husband studies
together at College. ... I am also
at college and studying "English
Literature" in Tokyo. I gloved to
Tokyo to enter this college, so 1
nm now living with my elder
brother. I am working my way
through school helping the professor to translate English books
into Japanese. It is very difficult to
go to school by myself in this society though it is very interesting to
me. I intend to work at a Hotel at
night, if only they employed me.
So that I shall be able to earn
more money.
As to this troublesome world. I
don't know what to say but only
thing I can assert is that American
politicians have taken the wrong
case of Korea, because we Oriental
people do not like foreign forces to
intervene into our own troubles.
We know that their purpose is not
always to help us settle troubles
but for their own profit, to enlarge
their sphere of influence (economic
power) so I think it is natural that
America is offending Oriental people recently. I wonder why all you
students in America are so inactive.
If your people are not intelligent or
uncivilized people, it is a great mistake. It is "anachronism' to wish
to subordinate our people (other
people) by the economic power or
a Military prestige. They seem to
me the legacy of the primitive ages.
It is not time to fight each other
but to help each other. I think each
country must concede for others.
We must try hard to construct the
better, peaceful world for whole
people by exertion of all races, or
the world should be ruined at
last. 1 am afraid that you might
laugh at my ""big words', but this
is what we all Japanese students
are thinking about. 1 am very sorry
thai my knowledge of English is
too poor to explain all what I want
!o say. I hope you would understand my talking and not laugh
at it. . . .
•
Yours ever,
H. Baba

Preferred

(Continued from page five)

(Continued from page five)

ranee plan" retain our potent penman to take over both positions.
This shouldn't be too difficult a
task for the man who is as capable
as our "second guesser."

ir.anv newspaper articles and letters, which I and friends of mine
receive from Germany. People who
had been friendly in their attitude

In conclusion, perhaps it would
be beneficial to all. from the "Roger
Bill Administrator" to Mr. Price
himself, if he would curtail his Dan
I'arker-like stylings and stick to
objective criticism.

embittered about the American
policy. They resent being pushed

into a direction, into which they
don't want to go. They feel that
Bob Russell they are being wanted as cannon
Bill Eveleth fodder for a policy, which they don't
understand and which cannot bring
The author of Price Tags,
them any good:
while taking criticism in his
stride, objects to what he beWe can only hope that this problieves is an inference that he
lem will become obsolete by a
has in the past condemned
peaceful agreement on Germany at
Coach
Elespuru.
This
he
the planned East-West conference.
strongly denies ever having
Enough harm has been done by the
handling of this question!
done.—Ed.

ShfrfS
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out of seven shots while Colby
pushed through six out of 10. Incidentally, I've coined a new word to
describe the first half of play. It's
not basketball, but STALLBALL.
And did you know that 13 out of
every 10 camels smoke doctors?

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
54 Ash Street

■**■

against the U. S. and who are definitely anti-communists are now

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

*

The Manhattan Shirt Company, makers of Manhattan shirts, neckwear, underwear, pajamas, sportshirls, beachuear and handherchiejs.
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